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PATHOGEN SCREENING OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL TO
BE IMPLANTED IN RODENTS
Background: Colonies of research rodents are susceptible to infection with a variety of microbial agents.
In the vast majority of cases these agents produce no clinical signs yet produce physiologic changes that
may alter and in many cases invalidate research carried out on infected animals. Many of these agents
have the ability to spread through rodent colonies once they have been introduced. Routes of introduction
of these agents include infected animals from outside the University, contaminated biologic materials that
are subsequently introduced into rodents and personnel who have become contaminated.
Biological materials such as cell lines and their products are frequently introduced into rodents for a
variety of experimental purposes including monoclonal antibody production and tumor cell lines for cancer
research. The sources of these biologic materials include other rodents, human tumors and cell lines
maintained in tissue culture or frozen for long periods of time. The materials may originate from
laboratories on campus, other research institutions or from commercial supplies such as the ATCC. All of
these materials are subject to contamination with murine pathogens that may be transmitted to the
recipient animal. Once introduced into the recipient, that animal may be a reservoir of infection for other
animals in the colony.
What should be screened: Tumors, tissues, immortal cell lines, embryonic stem cells, serum and
mammalian components of cell culture media used to culture cells that will be inoculated into rodents
must be screened for pathogens. The screening of these materials for pathogens prior to use is a
requirement for their use by the IACUC.
Policy: Biologic specimens as described must be determined to be free of contamination with agents of
concern before use in rodents.
Role of the Principal Investigator: The Principal Investigator (PI) is responsible for providing the
Department of Comparative Medicine (DCM) with suitable documentation of the specimen’s source,
history of use, and any previous testing to allow DCM to determine whether the specimen is likely free of
all microbial agents of concern or requires further testing. Previous testing may satisfy the policy
requirements if appropriate documentation reveals the method, scope, and date of testing are adequate,
and the specimens have not been passed through rodents or rodent cells since the latest testing.
Previous use in a colony of rodents for which concurrent health surveillance revealed no infectious agents
may also be adequate. If testing is required, the PI is subsequently responsible for conferring with DCM
to determine which laboratory and testing methods are appropriate, providing DCM with documentation of
testing results, and receiving notification from DCM that the test results indicate the specimen is likely
free from all microbial agents of concern. The PI is responsible for maintaining records of testing, use,
storage, and handling of cells and tissues.
Use of Pathogen-free Biological Materials: Providing screened materials are not passaged through
rodents that are not housed in OHSU animal facilities or that cell lines are not supplemented with cells or
biological fluids from an untested source, biological materials may be used in rodents in research
colonies managed by DCM without special restriction or containment beyond the usual husbandry
program. Certification of testing is forwarded by the veterinary staff to the IACUC as verification that the
material is free of specific infectious zoonotic agents and rodent pathogens.
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